MAKE LIGHT WORK OF
REGULATORY CHANGE
Discover your unified middle-to-back office with real-time
data processing in a single solution

1 regulatory change
every 12 minutes*.

Banks face

Treasury and risk teams are feeling the pressure.

The Basel III updates never end...

SA-CCR SCRA
NSFR LCR FRTB
IRRBB ALMM
...piling on tons of complexity and
challenging calculations.
So, responsibilities for regulatory
changes are shifting.

Compliance
Team
Struggling to
populate reports

Treasury
and Risk

MORE COMPLEX + DETAILED
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Right tools + skills
for the job

But report production also wastes
the treasury’s time + expertise

1+
0

heavy burden

business benefits

Margins are
shrinking.

Headcounts are
at their limits.

Efficiency is
a priority.

Good news!
We can spare you the details of
regulatory change—by providing
automatic updates to your report
templates

AND automating all the resourceintensive monthly processes involved.

Treasury
and Risk

MONITOR CHANGES,
MAINTAIN REPORTS +
VALIDATE RESULTS

FIS’
regulatory
reporting

Based on our market-leading ALM system, 		
FIS® Balance Sheet Manager (formerly Ambit Focus),
trust our regulatory reporting service to deliver
100% accuracy
and compliance

Drill-down tools
and analytics

All the underlying
balance sheet data

Detailed
audit trail

Leave all the complex
changes and
calculations to us.

Significantly reduce
time spent on
running reports.

And focus on
running the
bank instead.

Are you ready to lighten the load of regulatory change?
About FIS
FIS is a leading provider of technology solutions for merchants, banks and
capital markets firms globally. Our more than 55,000 people are dedicated to
advancing the way the world pays, banks and invests by applying our scale,
deep expertise and data-driven insights. We help our clients use technology
in innovative ways to solve business-critical challenges and deliver superior
experiences for their customers. Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida, FIS
is a Fortune 500® company and is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index.
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